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Abstract: The Author is a doctor of the technological and organizational sciences professor. He studied problems of 
new science “ Theoretical Technology” more than thirty years. When he arrived to the USA, he saw that quality of 
the technology country is degrading and some states will say about independent very soon, because the country is 
going to the destruction. The Author published in three book some knowledge of new science to protect country 
from destruction:1.”The Technological Laws and Intellectual Conquest of the USA”-2009; 2.”Technological 
Mistakes and Reserves of the Government System”-2012; 3.”The Crisis of Economic Knowledge”-2012. Using 
knowledge of new science allowed scientists to have a new view at the condition of the country. 
New science is the main science of the century. The knowledge of this science already allow to create the best pace 
of development of the country in the world, have the best efficiency of businesses and rich population, the best 
results of science researches, and etc. 
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Every science accumulates and materializes own 
knowledge by the using some technologies. The 
Theoretical Technology allows to unite the knowledge 
of all sciences in alone technological system of 
knowledge and classifies all sciences according to 
some parameters. This science studies human-
technological system: cities, states, countries, 
population of the world, as especial systems in which 
every person realized his own abilities and satisfies 
needs according to some technologies. New theory of 
the human-technological systems was created before 
it. 

Any technology is materializing knowledge of 
some sciences. The level of the development any 
society depends on the volume of using knowledge 
materialized in the different technologies.  The 
classification of technologies  according their function 
divides all technologies  at two groups: creative and 
service. The use of one of them is connected with the 
creation of some materialized object or subject and 
aids the development of the human-technological 
systems. The use of the second kind of technology 
provides the attendant service for various aspects of 
the functioning human-technological systems. 
Accordingly, all knowledge using in such technologies 
and the sciences creating of this knowledge is dividing 
at creating and servicing. The creative sciences are: 
math, physics, chemistry, all technical, biology and 
other sciences which studies: interaction, movement, 
change connecting with life and actions of the persons 
in the system. The service sciences are: geological, 

ecological, economical, juridical, information, …, 
social, …, political. 

When the knowledge of Theoretical Technology 
wasn’t developed every science could has own rates of 
the development and occupy “free spaces” in the 
humanity society. As result some service sciences 
have occupied the places of the creative sciences and 
defect of necessary knowledge began to braking the 
development of the society. The appearance of 
Theoretical Technology allows to create the order in 
the development of any society and determines the 
place every science in the development of the society. 
One of so sciences, for example, which occupied the 
place of the knowledge of technological sciences is 
some knowledge of economic sciences which already 
are braking the development of the country.  The 
creation and development of new science allowed to 
understand that there are three technology of the 
development of the different countries in the world: 
technical progress, technological progress and 
intellectual progress. The effect of the development of 
any country is finishing when this country can 
materialize complex mechanization all production 
processes and creation new machineries in such 
processes has no additional effect. More rational is 
technology of the creation of new technologies, 
although this way needs in the higher creative 
intellectual potential and system must prepared it in 
good time. The need in the professional selection of 
the persons for the using in the processes of such 
technologies is arising together with complicate of the 
technologies. In this case sometimes more effective is 
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the creation robot or automatic machine-technology of 
intellectual progress. 

The first plant-automatic was built in Japan in 
1986. Only 2 operators were used instead more, than 
500 people. The robots and automatic machine 
executed all other work. For the first time people 
could see that potential of the intellect of many 
creative sciences materialized in the technology of this 
plant is the source of the quality and quantity of the 
creating product, net cost, profit and other indicators 
what the representatives of the economic sciences cold 
“economic indicators” before it. The quality of the 
technology determined by the materialized creative 
intellect in this system is the source of all meanings of 
the indicators of system. 

The economic sciences can’t create of the own 
indicators and it was the first evidence of these. They 
use only some technological indicators but call theirs 
as economical, although they don’t speak about it. All 
economic indicators are only one of many groups of 
indicators of the quality of using technology and this 
quality determines their meanings. All knowledge of 
the economic sciences is only service knowledge and 
they can’t create of the own indexes. The knowledge 
of theoretical technology was another argument that 
the economic sciences are only service sciences and 
they have no some relation to the creative technologies 
of the different system of the management. 

The development of the country and “economic 
development” of it is different conceptions. The 
management by the development of the country means 
the process of the improvement of the quality of the 
technology functioning system and all technological 
indexes. That is way any management by the 
development of humanity-technological system must 
have creative technology and quality of this 
technology  has to be better than in society. The 
management by the “economic development” human-
technological system means the process of the 
improvement of the “economic indexes”, which are 
only some part of all technological indicators. 
Naturally, the economists have no necessary 
technological knowledge and they have no connection 
with human in such systems. That is why manage by 
the “economic development” of the country means the 
process of the management by nothing and this 
management has no need in special technological 
knowledge. The people of the service intellect 
(economists, lawyers and others) can manage only 
“economic development” of the country, but they 
can’t manage by the quality of technology of 
functioning human-technological system providing its 
development. Any  government system which 
manages by “economic development” has not 
sufficiently creative knowledge for the creation 
reasonable technology of the development of country 

and can do it only at the level of  own knowledge 
providing service technologies. 

All negative processes in the technological 
quality of the country, degradation of this quality, 
failures in the technology of functioning system are 
result of such management. These people don’t 
understand even, for example, that every law has 
technological content pronounced in the words, that 
technological content can determine only by the 
diagnosis of the technological quality of using 
technology and expose of need in these content. The 
lawyers have to wrap up this content in the words 
only. Unfortunately, the system of government has no 
necessary technological knowledge and it doesn’t 
know of these needs. The Congress forces to use 
technology of “yesterday day” when creates laws after 
arising negative events and it creates their at the base 
subjective opinions of the people servicing intellect 
that don’t always satisfy all needs of technological 
quality. 

The economic sciences have single connection 
with human in the human-technological systems. The 
conception “labor”, “payment of labor, “production of 
labor” and some other analogical conceptions 
connected with this word are such connection. 
However, this concept is abstract concept because it 
has no measurement. The economists used this 
concept several centuries but could not create the unit 
of measuring of this concept. This concept is process 
and always has technology. This concept is more 
technological than economical, but the technologists 
have own concept- “work”. Any job is process of the 
materialization human intellect and always can be 
measuring. The concept “labor” isn’t existence 
because it is concept of the human interplay what can’t 
be measure and it has no content. The defect of the 
technological knowledge allowed by the economists 
hung at society conscience and other ignorant 
concepts, for example, “economy of the country”, 
“economic potential of the country” and some other 
although all economic meaning are only one of the 
results in the different technologies and far don’t 
always is by the first elements in the technological 
systems. 

The representatives of the economic sciences 
have not connection with human, has enormous defect 
of the technological knowledge but would like to 
manage by the functioning human-technological 
system. Naturally, defect of the technological 
knowledge don’t allow them to make technological 
diagnosis of the quality of using technology to create 
optimal structure of the management and optimal 
complex of the actions for the management by the 
technological quality. The defect technological 
knowledge creates problems in the technology of the 
functioning country and representatives of the 
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economic sciences call technological problems by 
economic and try to decide their though they can do it 
only at the level of own service knowledge. The 
representatives of the economic sciences have neither 
relation to creative technology of the management by 
the country according to the level of own knowledge 
and can manage only “economic development”, that 
means nothing. 

The children have and show different abilities to 
study math, physical, chemistry and other sciences 
what need in more deep thinking and are base for the 
forming of the creative intellectual potential in the 
school more. Later, more ability of them will continue 
to formation of the creative intellect in the 
technological universities where they study and other 
exact sciences what need in the deep thinking. The 
people who have not such abilities can continue to 
formation their ability in the economic university 
because their programs have only a little math and 
they can learn the level using math knowledge but in 
these programs there are not sciences the learning 
what needs in more deep thinking. The people who 
can’t study even this level of knowledge continue to 
formation their abilities in the study of the knowledge 
of the classical sciences: juridical, information and etc. 
If the government system allow to the people of 
service intellect have better life than the people of the 
creative intellect a long time than some quantity of the 
people of creative intellect will have service 
professions. The country will have worse rates of the 
development and abilities of the people will not 
sufficiently used. 

Any service technology needs in the creative 
intellect too, but the level of creative intellect has to be 
less than in the creative technologies, although every 
such profession can have of the geniuses but at the 
level of the own knowledge. By the way already 
school education divided of the people at the rational 
using their abilities in the creative and service 
technologies and allows to see more effective people 
for the development of the country although these 
processes impossible without the exclusion, because 
they are elements of technology of the human-
technological system in which human learned 
insufficiently more. 

The government system has technology of the 
functioning alike the home in what service personnel 
(intellect of economists, lawyers and other specialists 
of the service sciences) manages by the householder 
(creative intellectual potential providing the 
development of the country) at the base only 
subjective opinions. 

The Congress can’t creates in a good time 
optimal legislative space in system and doesn’t know 
“when and what” law is necessary for the 
improvement of the technological quality of the 

country when creates the next law after arising 
negative events. It submits annual budget at the base 
only subjective opinions some grope of the specialists 
of the service sciences without diagnosis of the 
technological quality of the functioning system and the 
creation optimal complex of actions for the 
development of the country, it doesn’t know even 
optimal technological system of the taxes. It offers to 
the population of the country has technology of the 
creation of the Executive power what can’t guaranty 
that every next Executive Power will be more 
effective for the development of the country and can’t 
be unprofitable. 

Analogical, the Executive Power manages by the 
“economic development” of the country although even 
such concept isn’t existence, nothing know about 
optimal for the development country complex of 
actions, optimal for the development country 
technological system of the taxes. 

The main contradiction in the country is the 
contradiction between by the quality of technology of 
the government system and functioning country. If the 
country already elaborated resource arising line 
normal law of the distribution of the possibilities of 
the technology of the technological progress and tries 
go to intellectual progress but the government system 
stayed too long at the level of the technical progress, 
when could was manage by the “economic 
development”. The technology of the technological 
progress changed country in the human-technological 
system and changed role and meaning economic and 
other service sciences. The knowledge of the 
economic sciences became so a little for the 
management by the system that they created crisis of 
economic knowledge by own insufficiently 
competence and their management by the country 
makes enormous damages already several decades. 

The damages country are so enormous from 
using obsolete technology of the management that 
they can’t be measured in the usual unites: the systems 
of management retarded the development of the 
country and allowed other countries overtake and 
leave behind according to the level of the development 
and began intellectual conquest country what arrived 
already second technological level; transferred 
technological quality of the functioning country from 
the development to the degradation, that accompanied 
by the arising other negative processes; changed the 
technology of the monetary circulation of the country 
in the unprofitable for the population of country and 
etc. 

The degradation of the technological quality is 
very dangerously for the country, because if this 
process had arising one time, it will aim to doing the 
positive acceleration and usually finishing by the 
destruction system. For example, the Soviet Union 
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elaborated the resource of the technical progress in 60-
years and could not came to the technological 
progress. The system continues to create new 
machinery, but “economical indexes” didn’t become 
better. Insufficiently competence system of the 
government in this case gave more domination for the 
realization of the economic knowledge and the 
economists didn’t understand what was happen with 
system began create different experiment when the 
degradation of the technological quality was growing 
very quickly. The Soviet Union as system was 
destruction. 

Later already in Russia technological system 
with outside regulation needs in the change it of the 
technological quality by the coming to the technology 
inside regulation. However technological problem of 
the human-technological system took to decide 
economists again although knowledge of these 
sciences have not connection with human and is only 
one of the service systems-elements in the 
technological problems. The result of the external 
interference was the creation new third technology in 
which all the negative sides of the human life: 
stealing, bribery and etc. became by the elements of 
the quality using technology and was made nothing to 
stop the degradation of the human-technological 
system. 

The modern system of the government creates 
some movement to stop degradation of the 
technological quality and transfer human-
technological system to the technology of the 
development but all actions it creates at the level of 
the service sciences. This system according to the 
level of the creative intellect occupies some place in 
the beginning of the arising line of the normal law of 
the distribution of the possibilities of technology of the 
technological progress and needs in the optimal 
technology of the development to have very high rates 
of the development during interval 30-50years. The 
more fast way to it is technological diagnosis of the 
quality of the using technology creating specialists of 
the theoretical technology, the creation necessary 
complex of the actions and necessary reforms. 

The management of the “economic 
development” of the country is result of the using 
service intellect in the government systems. It can’t 
provide rational development of the country and so 
management will be accompanied by the beginning of 
the degradation of the technological quality definitely 
and by the creating of the negative processes. One of 
such processes will reduce of the trust to the systems 
of the government. The management by the 
“economic development” is source of the social 
tension in the society. 

The negative processes will have the dynamics 
functioning and worse the technological quality of the 

system, worse the possibilities of the managing system 
to decide the problems of the improvement even some 
elements of the technological quality of the 
functioning country and in some times the system of 
management will can’t decide the problems of the 
country. For example, one of so problems may be the 
inflation.  If the government system manages by the 
“economic development”, it will create inflationary 
process definitely. The impoverishment and social 
stratification of the society is one of the results of the 
management by the “economic development” and, 
unfortunately, service intellect of the government 
system can’t already to stop inflationary and other 
negative processes. However, results of so 
management can correct, if specialists of the 
theoretical technology will do diagnosis of the 
technological quality and create optimal complex of 
the actions for the improvement of the technological 
quality of the functioning country and quality of the 
detrimental technology of the monetary circulation. 
Any system of the management by the “economic 
development” doomed to disappear creating of these 
process enormous damages to own country and its 
population. The degradation of the technological 
quality is complex all negative processes creating 
insufficiently technological competence of the 
government system. The US has so level of the 
degradation of the technological quality that some rich 
states will say about independent very soon. The need 
in the reforms government system is so huge that it 
required urgent actions for the improvement of the 
state system. 

If say about competence political parties of the 
country according to last elect of the President, when 
two main parties offered to own population to elect at 
this post lawyers (person of the service intellectual 
potential), than can see that leaders of these parties 
have technological potential approximately equality 
and it needs in the improvement. Neither party make 
diagnosis of the technological quality of the country to 
current time, they don’t know optimal complex of the 
actions and optimal for the development of the country 
technological system of the taxes although continue 
superfluous politicize the government system. They 
can do it at the level of knowledge only of the 
technology of technical progress. Neither political 
party has responsibility even economical before own 
population according effective or detrimental of the 
own presidents and one of the party offered elect twice 
the president person with intellectual coefficient 92 
and 93 that is below than middle coefficient of the 
nation.  Nobody knows what critical intellectual 
coefficient must have the place of the president, vice-
president, the place in the Congress in the 
technological system of the country. About 30 ago 
scientists administrated that every place in the 
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government system has some critical intellectual 
potential and person of this place can be effective only 
if he has such coefficient higher than critical. Than 
higher his coefficient by that he will more effective. 
The level of the critical intellect of every place 
depends on the quality of technology of functioning 
system and needs in the periodical diagnosis (better to 
every president election) that using system democratic 
creation of the government system was effective in 
these changing conditions. 

The management by the “economic 
development”, that means nothing, isn’t accidentally. 
It appeared and was used at the level development of 
country according to the technology of the technical 
progress when the role of creative intellect occupied a 
little meaning but money had the main role. At the 
level of the technological progress creative intellectual 
potential of nation determines of the rates of 
development of country and effect of any of 
innovation project. The monetary technologies are 
already service technology which can’t determine the 
development of country although government system 
wouldn’t like to understand it and continue use 
obsolete detrimental for the population country 
technology of the monetary circulation. 

The country needs in the diagnosis of the 
technological quality of monetary manipulation. Using 
level technology of monetary circulation creates 
enormous damages for the country but stimulate of the 
people service intellect to take over different places in 
the systems of the management and conservation 
detrimental technology of the monetary circulation 
already is personal interest of the people of 
domination. Such systems of the management have 
high probability that the creative intellectual potential 
in their insufficiently for the effective management. 
Only so can explain that the country hasn’t optimal 
legislative space. 

The technology of the monetary circulation in the 
world system and in the country has degrading quality 
and technological degradation almost always has 
positive acceleration and the negative processes 
increase own influence in it. 

The monetary manipulation constantly is 
servicing sufficiently compound system of the 
interactions of the interest of population country and 
naturally technology of its functioning is sufficiently 
complex system. Although this system is service the 
development country but its degradation has many 
factor influence. It can creates failures in the 
technology of the functioning country, has different 
influence in the social system and etc. It has several 
indexes but one of the more important indicators is the 
reliability. When in the system began to arise different 
negative processes the economists used the reservation 
in the system for the provision of the reliability and 

created different funds but nothing did in the 
technological quality of this system. The negative 
processes in the technological quality continue have 
the development and some representatives of the 
economic sciences already began to understand that 
they have insufficiently knowledge for the decision of 
the technological problems in the quality of this 
technology. The knowledge of economists is 
insufficiently for the technological diagnosis of the 
quality technology of the technological system of 
monetary circulation and even for the stop negative 
processes. They see and understand that so system of 
the provision of the reliability is insufficiently and 
already can’t provide necessary reliability of the 
functioning of the system of monetary manipulation. 
They try to hold technology of functioning of the 
system from the arising failures and constantly 
increase quantity “ empty”, nothing providing, money 
in the manipulation. They understand that this 
technology of in order to avoid of the crisis today 
creates more probability arising beginning stronger 
crisis tomorrow but make it to cover of the own 
insufficiently competence. The using technology was 
changed by the economists in the “system-self-meal”, 
because has many negative processes: it is constantly 
helps to the development of inflation processes, to 
cheapen American dollar as world currency, help other 
countries change the balance of the forces in their side 
and etc. Today even economists already understand 
that they can’t change technology of the monetary 
manipulation and create optimal or more rational 
technology because they have not necessary 
knowledge. One times they began to manage by the 
technology of monetary manipulation at the level of 
the technical progress and would like to continue so 
management, although they created and continue to 
create enormous damages for the country and the 
economists understand that they can’t decide 
technological problems in the technological quality of 
the monetary manipulation but continue try to manage. 

Economic knowledge insufficiently even for 
necessary quality of the service of the technologies of 
technological system of monetary circulation and the 
system needs in the more intellectual science that 
necessary already today. The knowledge of theoretical 
technology allow to see the need in the creation new 
technological science for the provision of the quality 
of functioning technology of the technological system 
of monetary manipulation. 

Unfortunately, the economists don’ t want to 
understand that technology of the monetary circulation 
of the country, world must satisfy by the some system 
requirements and it is technological system. This 
system has some dynamic and quality of the 
technology of the functioning. Naturally, more effect 
the country will have, if it manage by the quality of 
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using technology at the base of the results of diagnosis 
quality of the technology of country, its monetary 
manipulation, world and scientific prognostication of 
the changes in the technologies of the creating 
systems. The knowledge necessary for the rational of 
the using of possibilities country and creation optimal 
technology of the monetary manipulation can create 
only theoretical technology what united knowledge all 
sciences in one technological system of knowledge. So 
knowledge can create new science the need in what 
already very long time overgrown of the possibilities 
of economic sciences. The economical knowledge has 
neither relation to the management of the 
technological quality of the monetary circulation. It is 
problem only for the technological knowledge because 
it is one of the strong problems of the human-
technological systems, problem of the technological 
quality of the functioning country and it services the 
interaction of the interest of the population in this 
system. 

All problems of the monetary manipulation are 
technological problems and the decision every of them 
needs in the technological knowledge. Only people of 
the creative intellect can improve the quality of the 
using technology and provide the development of the 
country. Money can only serve the processes of the 
creation of new intellectual potential but can’t create 
it. The technology “money- good –money” can’t work 
in the conditions of the technological progress. The 
systems of monetary manipulations, health, 
information, political , and others systems are only 
service systems in these processes. That is why all 
economical forums are elementary deception of the 
society opinion because service intellect of economists 
is insufficiently for the decision technological 
problems at the necessary level of the quality. 
Characteristic, that some economists already 
understand it when try discuss technological problems 
of the monetary manipulation at these forums but, 
unfortunately, they can do it only at the level of 
economic (service) knowledge. The organization of 
such forums are the argument that creative intellect of 
the systems of management of some countries taking 
part in such forums and managing by the “economic 
development” are so below that leaders of so countries 
don’t understand that the participation in so forums is 
discrediting their system of the management. Some 
leaders try even show to the population of the world 
their insufficient competence by own participation. 
The crisis of economic knowledge and appearance of 
the knowledge of “Theoretical technology” as new 
sciences to created problem of the responsibility of the 
government systems before of the own population at 
insufficient competence management. 

Any human-technological system will have the 
development if it by the own functioning creates the 

increment of the creative intellectual potential and its 
rational realization in a good time in the quality of the 
using technology. The optimal parameters of these two 
technological system determines by the quality of the 
technology of country, but the possibilities of the 
realization of these parameters depends on from other 
technologies including in their composition. The 
technology of the monetary circulation in the system is 
one of the so technologies. It included in at the same 
time in the composition of these technologies and is 
one of their elements. That is way the optimal 
parameters of the technology of monetary circulation 
determine by the   quality two base technologies: the 
creation and materialization of the creating intellect 
and problems of the optimum of the technology of 
monetary manipulation are technological problems. 
Naturally, if the government system allows service 
intellect even have some relation to the functioning of 
technology of the monetary manipulation or interfere 
in this technology than probability of the additional 
problems and failures in its functioning will increasing 
very soon. The time of the economists manage by the 
monetary manipulation went away together with 
technical progress and any their attempts to continue 
do it is only intentional sabotage to own population 
and to the development of the country. The 
degradation of the technological quality of the 
functioning country and unprofitable for the 
population of country technology of the monetary 
manipulation in the system is only some of the results 
of such actions. However the government system 
doesn’t want to satisfy by the requirements of the 
development of the country and continue functioning 
according to the old technology. 

All service sciences have technologies of the 
realization own knowledge too but common for theirs 
–they attend or create the services for the interests of 
the different technological system. The technology of 
the monetary manipulation has creative structure, it is 
the element of the more compound creative 
technological systems, requirement of the optimal 
parameters, needs in the technological methods of the 
diagnosis and prognostication of the quality and, 
naturally, will more effective, if it will has 
technological system of the management. The 
economists of the own insufficiently competence are 
so complicated and confused it, transformation it in 
the a little reliable system that already urgently 
necessary some reforms to create effective for the 
population of the country technology of monetary 
manipulation and only later can create optimal 
technology because before it necessary to stop the 
degradation of the technological quality of the country 
and return it to the development. 

The representatives of the economic sciences 
tried to slow down the development of the theoretical 
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technological knowledge of the different methods. 
That is way the creating in the technology of monetary 
manipulation problems is don’t only their 
insufficiently competence but and some premeditated 
actions. All sciences, all technology use different level 
of the technological knowledge and technological 
sciences change our century in the technological 
century. 

All time of the appearance economic sciences 
they tried to create different economic theories and 
every of them try to administrate the main role of the 
economic knowledge in the government system and 
own dominant influence in the system. The creation 
new science “Theoretical Technology” and increasing 
its knowledge show that service science can have 
some theories only connected with the quality of the 
attendant of the different technologies, but they 
haven’t sufficient knowledge for the creation 
technological theories. For example, the knowledge of 
new science light administrate that well-known 
economic theory of Marxism was created 
insufficiently educated persons and can’t has neither 
relation to the creation of the optimal quality of 
functioning country. 

The main rich of any nation in this century is its 
creative intellectual potential and it can be uses for the 
peaceful conquest of other countries. The intellect of 
the creative businesses is the guarantor don’t only of 
the own development country but and the conductor of 
the politic of own country in the technologies of other 
countries. However the mistakes of the government 
systems and defect technological knowledge of the 
economists of our system allowed to the create 
businesses use the rich of country according to the 
own wishes. For example takes China. The country 
had technology of the technical progress of the 
development and to the elaborated recourse of this 
technology had more than20-30years. The import 
American creative intellect in the different creative 

technologies and later of other countries allowed to the 
country changed technology to technological progress 
and to pass the transitional period and cut down the 
own development country as minimum at 50years. As 
result inside market of the country has so many 
products of businesses of China that native creative 
businesses don’t always can compete even in the own 
country. 

So manage by the creative intellectual potential 
of the country could be only in insufficiently 
technological competence system of the service 
management which uses political party inside country 
to try to convince the own population that together 
with next president the life in the country will better, 
allows the knowledge of the service science manage 
by the functioning of country and doesn’t use even 
elementary technological knowledge. In this case, 
when technological quality of the country and 
monetary manipulation is degrading and all leader 
places in the system of  the management occupied by 
the persons of the service intellect who can’t stop even 
negative processes in the human-technological system, 
to say about the efficiency next president is very 
difficult and may be better say that he can be less 
detrimental for the development of the country. 

The appearance of knowledge Theoretical 
Technology needs in the change of educational 
programs of some service sciences in the universities, 
change science “management” from service to 
creative, learning of new science, and etc. Any country 
which uses the knowledge of new science better will 
has the best rates of the development. 
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